HOUSE RULES
(Valid for exhibition areas within the Deutsches Museum and its branches)

Dear Visitors, please note the following:

We take all criticism seriously and are always pleased to hear your proposals and ideas for improvement.

• Any and all instructions issued by our staff are to be complied with.

• Bulky hand luggage and bags, umbrellas, etc. are to be left in the cloak room. For security reasons, heavy fines shall be imposed for any abandoned items; if you are responsible, the Deutsches Museum will pass these fines on to you.

• Use of skateboards, inline-skates, city rollers or the like is not permitted.

• No animals are allowed in the exhibition areas.

• Except for the hands-on experiments, we would ask that you not touch the exhibits.

• Smoking is not allowed in the halls. Food and beverages are only allowed in the specified areas.

• Filming and photography is only permitted for private use. Use of photography and films on the internet is not permitted, and the copying of photographs onto digital storage media is not allowed.

• Unfortunately for security reasons, use of tripods is not permitted.

• Persons entrusted with the care and custody of children, i.e. parents, teachers and other guardians, must supervise their charges in order to prevent accidents and/or damage to the exhibitions.

• Stairwells, hallways and designated emergency exits are to be kept free at all times for security reasons.

• Visiting hours are over at 5:00 p.m.; closing shall commence at 4:50 p.m. Special areas shall close somewhat earlier.

Enjoy your visit to our museum – it’s your museum, too!

The Director General